KING    WILLIAM    LAND
what we knew to be men coming towards us looked at first like
so many shapeless dark forms.
Strange faces, these were, for wherever the snow had fallen
upon their clothes and faces it had instantly frozen, and behind
those white patches of frost it was hard to discern the human
visage. Ice hung from the eyebrows of these men as from cross-
bars on an iron fence, hiding three-quarters of the eye. It
turned their moustaches into Venetian glass and came down
from their fur collars over their chests to lend them the beards
of Jewish prophets. Who, I said to myself, is this Eskimo Santa
Glaus coming towards me? It was Tutiak.
'Pollak~pak-tu-tin?' he said with a grin. (Have you come to
visit?)
Ohudlerk came in from the sea to greet me, and I stepped
towards him. My hand was still in my glove, but he drew off
his mitt ceremoniously, for Eskimos do not shake gloved hands.
When you arrive at a camp you must shake the hand of every-
one without exception. It may be that one of the women, her
child slung in the deep hood hanging at her back, will, out of
shyness, not offer her hand. You must approach her and take
her hand. Her eyes will flash with pleasure and she will lower
one shoulder, jerk herself slightly; half out from the hood will
tumble the child; and this white, bewildered little figure will
hold forth its hand. If it does not, the mother will take it and
place it in yours.
The Eskimos learnt the hand-shake from the white men, but
they have, if I may say so, transformed it into something Asiatic.
It is no longer a hand-shake but a slow ceremonious elevation
of the hand to the height of the face, and once arrived there, it
>s accompanied by a charming grin. I have never seen it with-
out thinking of two mandarins greeting one another at the
entrance to a pagoda.
Remembering that I had not a great deal of grub left, I con-
sidered that I should be safer if I had my own igloo. All the
men lent a hand in building it, and it was scarcely finished
before it was invaded by the whole camp. The number was not
99

